Electronic Lab Reporting (ELR) Attestation Process

Registration of Intent (Required for Stage 2)

- HL7 2.5.1 Message Development using ADH ELR Field Requirements, LOINC, SNOMED CT

Message Validation (NIST)

- Message Validation

Connectivity Test (VPN) (HIE) (HTTPS)

- Connectivity Test

Ongoing Message Transmission from Staging

- Ongoing Message Transmission

ELR Program Validation of Text Message

- ELR Program Validation

Test Message Transmission to Staging server

- Test Message Transmission

Issuance of Stage 1 Attestation Letter

Transition to Production Server

- Transition to Production

Stage 2 Acknowledgement Letter will be issued at the end of the reporting period provided the sender has maintained and continues to ensure:

1. ongoing message transmissions
2. ongoing quality actions with ADH

Ongoing Message Transmission with Quality Assurance for a Full Reporting Period